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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Dear Members,

Reading what I wrote last month, I said that spring was definitely in the air but it seems that winter has a real strangle hold!  I 

hope everyone was safe and not long without power during the ice storm.  Bill and I didn’t live here during the last ice storm in 

1998.  We had family here and in Montreal, the two ci�es that were hit the hardest.  My aunt was living alone and I was making 

plans to go and get her when her girlfriend’s son picked her up with his mother.  My aunt was never comfortable with the sound 

of freezing rain on the window again a�er that.

I see that some people are already giving Ann Ketcheson li�le kni�ed tuques for the preemies.  That’s a great ac�vity to be doing 

while you watch TV.  Guys, you can knit a few too.  It’s not hard and it’s definitely for a good cause.

We now have sixteen people (at last count) signed up for MOUSETRAP.  I am so looking forward to seeing that show!  I know I’ve seen it before but I have 

forgo�en how the story unfolds so it will be a surprise all over again.  There’s a bonus to ge�ng older!  I can re-read my en�re library.  I am actually reading a 

book called THE RISING SUN by Michael Chrichton.  You may remember it, it was made into a movie starring Sean Connery and Wesley Snipes.  I remember the 

movie and even scenes are coming to mind as I read the book but I can’t remember exactly how it ends.  So...I’m re-reading it.  And on that note, our book 

exchange program has taken off like wildfire.  I am thrilled to see everyone is taking advantage of the books on the table.  Take as many as you like.  Leave one 

book per person and if your book wasn’t chosen then please bring it home with you.  

I am so happy to see that we now have a vice-president with Ann Ketcheson.  Now we need to find a new secretary.  Please, please, PLEASE consider this 

posi�on.  None of these posi�ons are overwhelming.  You can check our website for the job descrip�on.  And if you can find a partner, then you can even split 

the du�es - a recording secretary and a filing secretary.  

Another program that is going very well are our greeters.  Currently we are alterna�ng between two duos - Barbara Wilson & Maureen Dawson and Bill & 

Shirley Mar�n.  There has been no complaints from either duo but I’m sure we could add a few other greeters to our schedule.  It’s not a difficult job - none of 

them are.  You arrive about 9:15 because we have members arriving at 9:30 for coffee.  You greet people 

as the enter.  If there are guests, instruct to go to the registra�on desk to sign in, tell them about the 

50/50 table and remind them that coffee is on us.  The rest of us pay $1 but not our guests.  We get them 

when they become members.  But that’s another story.  It’s not a difficult job and it’s a wonderful way to 

meet the membership.

Berne�a Starkey
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Founded in 2000     Probus Club of O�awa Alta Vista #101
Mee�ngs held at Gloucester Presbyterian Church, 91 Pike Street - April 2023

Wednesday April 26 at 10am in personNext Mee�ng:  
Greeters for ill & Shirley Mar�nMarch:  B

April Speaker: Esther Becker, Osteoporosis and Bone Health 

If you joined in 2018 or more 
recently  and have not 
received your Probus pin, 
please speak to Bernetta 
Starkey to get your pin.

PLEASE HELP YOUR CLUB

book exchange

greeters

AGM

Dues

Secretary, VP

Bread bag tags

Cast on 48 stitches or any other 
number that is divisible by 6.  Place 
marker and join yarn, then k1, p1 
across all stitches. Repeat ribbing until 
piece reaches 2.5-3 cm. I knitted 6 
rounds
Body of the preemie hat:
Round 7: knit all stitches around.

Repeat Round 7 until hat reaches 9 cm 
from the edge. I knitted 14 rounds in 
stockinette stitch.

Shaping crown of the preemie hat:
Round 1: [ k6, k2tog] – repeat till the 
end of round.

Round 2: knit all stitches around.

Round 3: [ k5, k2tog] – repeat till the 
end of round.

Round 4: knit all stitches around.

Round 5: [k4, k2tog] – repeat till the 
end of round.

Round 6: knit all stitches around.

Round 7: [k3, k2tog] – repeat till the 
end of round.

Round 8: [k2, k2tog] – repeat till the 
end of round.

Round 9: [k1, k2tog] – repeat till the 
end of round.

Cut the yarn leaving 10-15 cm tail. 
Draw the tail through the remaining 
stitches. Weave in ends.

PREEMIE TUQUES
Soft baby yarn in pink, blue or yellow
Cast on 90 stitches onto 3.5mm (US4) 
knitting needles
k1, p1 for 6 rows
Straight knit for 14 rows.
Shaping:
Row 1: k6, k2tog repeat to end of row
Row 2: Knit
Row 3: k5, k2tog repeat to end of row
Row 4: Knit
Row 5: k4, k2tog repeat to end of row
Row 6: Knit
Row 7: k3, k2tog repeat to end of row
Row 8: k2, k2tog repeat to end of row
Row 9: k1, k2tog repeat to end of row
Cut the yarn.  Sew to make tuque.

Apr 20 - May 20 

TAURUS
Taurus is highly determined, has 
great taste in music and can kill 

y o u  w i t h  
s a r c a s m .  
Ta u r u s  i s  
a l w a y s  
straight up 
honest and 
has the best 

insults. Stupid remarks roll off 
their shoulders and will beat you 
at your own game. The best friend 
a n d  g r e a t e s t  l o v e r  w i t h  
unquestionable loyalty. If found, 
keep them.



BLUEBERRY
MUFFIN 
FOR ONE

This big bakery style 

Blueberry Muffin is loaded 

with plump sweet blueberries 

and can be baked in a 

ramekin.  It’s got a tender 

texture and wonderful buttery 

flavour.  If you love 

blueberries, you’ll be glad to 

know that you’re likely to find 

juicy blueberries in every bite!

oHeat oven to 400 F.  

In a small bowl mix 

together 1/2 cup flour, 1/2 tsp baking powder and 1/8 tsp salt.  

In a separate medium-sized bowl stir together 2 tbsp melted butter and 3 

tbsp sugar.  Add 1 egg yolk, 1/2 tsp vanilla extract and 4 tbsp milk and 

whisk until completely blended.  Stir wet ingredients into dry ingredients 

gently fold in 1/2 cup blueberries and pour into a buttered 10-oz ramekin.  

Bake for 15 to 20-minutes or until top is golden and centre is completed 

cooked.  

Remove ramekin from oven and place on a rack to cool slightly.  

Enjoy with butter while still warm.

Our membership is currently standing at 71 
members in good standing.  Thank you to 
everyone who has participated in bringing a 
friend to our meetings.  We truly appreciate it.

12 slices day-old 

    bread, cut into 

    1-inch cubes

2 (8 oz) packages 

    cream cheese,

    cut into 1-inch cubes

2 cups fresh blueberries

12 eggs, beaten

2 cups milk

1 tsp vanilla extract

1/3 cup maple syrup

1 cup white sugar

2 tbsp cornstarch

1 cup water

1 tbsp butter

GOODWILL

PROGRAM
Colin Galigan

May Speaker
Renee Davies

Ottawa Riverkeeper

AUTUMN APPLE
SALAD

(with a maple vinaigrette)

Summers are identified by their 

multitudes of tasty salads.  Fall is 

here to say it can offer some delicious  

                                                    salads too.

Make the dressing:

In a mason jar or something similar mix 2 tbsp extra virgin 

olive oil, 1 tbsp apple cider vinegar, 1 tbsp maple syrup, 

1-1/2 tsp dijon mustard, salt and pepper to taste.  Shake 

to mix.

Layer salad:

Add 2 cups raw baby spinach to a medium size bowl or plate.  

Top with 1/4 cup dried cranberries, 1/4 halved pecans, 2 

tbsp feta cheese, 1/2 sliced granny smith apple, 2 slices of 

cooked and chopped bacon.

Dress and toss:

Drizzle the salad dressing over the top of the salad, toss and serve.

Bonnie Barber

FINANCIAL REPORT for Mar 2023
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Looking for something different to do on 
Remembrance Day?  Consider the Diefenbunker.  
This was commissioned by Prime Minister John 
Diefenbaker in 1959 as part of his government’s 
reaction to the escalating tensions in the Cold War.  
The purpose of the bunker was to house key 
members of the government and military in the 
event of a nuclear attack on Canada.  A new AIR 
exhibit will be installed in late October.  Senior 
admission is $16.50, parking is free.  3929 Carp 
Road.

Capricorn people are influenced by Saturn, which 
makes them serious, but also cautious and very eager 
in what they do. These are some of the most practical 
and hardworking signs of the zodiac, constantly 
working and moving forward, extremely persistent and 
ambitious.

Dec 22 - Jan 20

Opening Balance
Membership dues
Loonie Bin
50/50 
Bank charges
S. Howes (Coffee supplies)
Gloucester Pres Church
B. Starkey (newsletter)

Totals
50/50 Float
Membership Float

-4.00
-10.00

-475.00
-35.97

-$524.97

$4086.93

$3805.71
$20.00
$20.00

170.00
32.25
41.50

$243.75

Expenses Revenues

Because nobody likes to share!

Mix together 4 tbsp flour, 4 tbsp sugar, 2 tbsp cocoa, 2 tbsp water, 2 tbsp 

canola oil and 1 tsp vanilla in a ramekin or other oven or microwave 

safe dish.

Microwave for 1 minute.

oBake in oven at 350 F for 20 minutes or until a toothpick comes out 

clean.

Serves 1.

Enjoy with a coffee or tea.

BROWNIE
FOR ONE

Get Well cards were sent to
Joan Evans
Sue Kollar

Bob Edgerton
Ann Ketcheson

If you know of anyone who is sick or has passed, please 
let Linda Miller-Nesbitt know so a card can be sent.

Linda Miller-Nesbitt

The 50/50 draw winner for 
March was 

WES ADAMS
who won $41.50!

 
Wes made a donation of 

his winnings to 
Doctors Without Borders

$1 - one ticket    $2 - three tickets    
$5 - ten tickets

 Cash sales only.  
Good luck, everyone!

Pat Robson & Marlene Brennan

When you’re happy, When you’re happy, 

you enjoy the music.you enjoy the music.

When you’re sad, you When you’re sad, you 

understand the lyrics.understand the lyrics.

When you’re happy, 

you enjoy the music.

When you’re sad, you 

understand the lyrics.

CARROT CAKE

“A long time favourite with so many”  

oPreheat the oven to 350 F. Grease and flour 

a 9x13 pan and set aside.

Beat 2 cups of sugar, 1-1/4 cup 

vegetable oil, 4 eggs and 2 tsp vanilla extract together in a large 

bowl.  In a separate bowl mix 2 cups flour, 2 tsp baking soda, 2 tsp 

baking powder, 2 tsp ground cinnamon, 1/2 tsp salt.  Once 

blended, add to sugar mixture.  Add 3 cups grated carrots (uncooked) 

and 1 cup chopped pecans.

Pour into prepared pan.  Bake about 40 minutes or until a toothpick 

inserted into the centre of the cake comes out clean.  Let cool in pan for 10 

minutes then turn out onto a wire rack to cool completely.

To make the frosting:  Beat 1/2 cup softened butter, 8 ounces 

softened cream cheese, 4 cups confectioners’ sugar, 1 tsp 

vanilla extract together in a large bowl until smooth and creamy.  Stir in 1 

cup chopped pecans.

Cut the cooled cake into two 

halves.  Ice the bottom half with 

the cream cheese mixture.  Add 

the top layer of cake and repeat.  

You can garnish with whole 

pecans.  Another Easter garnish 

is Peeps and coconut.

Renée is a recent graduate of Queen’s University with a BA in Art 
History.  She is returning to the Ottawa Riverkeeper team once again 
having spent a previous summer as the Communications intern.
Renée now fills the role of Outreach and Volunteer Coordinator and 
looks forward to connecting with volunteers and healthy water 
enthusiasts.  She grew up along the water and learned to sail from a 
young age, inspiring an appreciation for a healthy water’s edge.  

Spending her summers out on the Gatineau and Ottawa rivers, Renée had the opportunity to visit, 
compete and coach in various amazing locations.

MEMBERSHIP
Bob Mady & Jane Wickham

SLOW COOKER
CHICKEN AND 
DUMPLINGS

“An easy crockpot chicken and 

dumplings recipe for a filling, 

comforting meal on a cold, 

snowy day.”  

Add 4 skinless, boneless 

chicken breast halves cut 

into chunks, 2 tbsp of butter, 2 cans of condensed cream of 

chicken soup, 1 finely chopped medium onion, 2 cups of 

water (or as needed to cover) to a slow cooker on high for about five 

or six hours.  

Close to serving, add one purchased package of biscuit dough 

cut into quarters into the mix and continue to cook until the dough is no 

longer raw.

Many enjoy this dish as is, some might want to add some paprika or 

garlic or seasonings of your choice.

4   Check out our website at probusoav.ca



Profile on Sharon Howes

Sharon was born in Grafton, which is just east of Cobourg.  I will leave you to figure out where Cobourg is.  

Sharon grew up on a farm near Ste-Anne’s Spa, which is a lovely day spa or overnight in the Haldimand Hills.  

Her parents owned a 150-acre farm.  Sharon remembers 

the millionaire who owned the Ste-Anne’s before it 

became a spa and being invited into the library.  She was 

permitted to choose a book.  She chose GULLIVER’S 

TRAVELS and still has the book today.

Sharon is the youngest of ten children.  An older sister was 

thrilled when Mom announced the arrival of a new baby 

because the sister now had a real live baby doll to play 

with.  

Sharon started her career as a real estate secretary and then moved to work for a lawyer’s firm in Ajax/Pickering.  This is where she met 

and married her husband, John Howes.  They were married for 27 years until John’s sudden death.  They had two children, a daughter and 

a son.  

In 2001, Sharon and John moved to just outside of Port Perry where they built a beautiful home.  In 2019 after John was gone, Sharon 

decided to move to Ottawa to be nearer her daughter.  Her son lives in the Coldwater area.  Sharon bought a home in Ottawa and did a lot 

of renovations to it.  If you remember, covid hit in 2019 and Sharon was under lockdown, as we all were.  Just prior to that, Sharon had been 

volunteering at the Elmvale Acres Library and met Paula Woolam.  Paula was the one who introduced Sharon to Probus (thank you, 

Paula).

Although Sharon is a relatively new member to Probus, that did not dissuade her from offering her home as a location for euchre games.  

She can accommodate three tables and twelve players.  She already had nine players so there’s still room for three more.  They had their 

first game on Wednesday the 12th and the group decided they would meet on a monthly basis, the second Wednesday of each month.  

Sharon is now beginning to think outside the box and envisioning a games afternoon too.  Sharon loves to bake and entertain so hosting 

the euchre games fits together like a glove.

Sharon is planning a two week trip early this summer.  She will be travelling to England with some friends to attend Battle Proms.  There 

are four weekends in July.  This year the first weekend will be at Blenheim Palace in Oxfordshire, the next weekend will be Burghley House 

in Lincolnshire, the third weekend will be at Hatfield Park in Hertfordshire and the final weekend will be at Highclere Castle in 

Hampshire.  For any of you who followed Downton Abbey, Highclere Castle is where that show was filmed.  Following a week in 

Oxfordshire, Sharon will take the train to Conwy, a town in Wales.  Battle of the Proms includes picnics in the park, battle reenactments, 

parachute displays, spitfires, musical performances and each weekend ends with fireworks.

Sharon loves to read.  Mysteries were her first love but her husband introduced her to fantasy and she loved GAME OF THRONES and 

OUTLANDER, but will not watch the series.  They will destroy what she has already imagined the locales and characters to be.  Sharon also 

loves something called cryptic crossword puzzles.  An example of a cryptic crossword would be Q-Hesitantly stated a colour and it was 

wrong.  A-Erred  (the past tense of to ere).  I think these are little above my paygrade.  

Sharon’s son introduced her to podcasts.  Each morning walk, Sharon is listening her podcasts.  Currently she is listening to Rock & Roll 

Archaeology which is the history of rock & roll.  She also follows CBC’s Ideas, Under the Influence.  Humans of the House.  You know what 

a politician sounds like on the job.  But once they leave office, that’s when they can share what’s truly on their minds.  Join host Sabreena 

Delhon as she speaks with former Members of Parliament, to hear, in their own words, what this job is really like.  Their stories are woven 

together in a six-part series that explores an MPs path to politics, why they left, and what it cost them to serve their communities.

Sharon has four grandchildren all around university age.  One is studying ceramics and design, another film, another computer 

engineering and the last is considering teaching or library sciences.

When asked if she was going to watch King Charles’ coronation, she said, “But that’s the same day as the Kentucky Derby.”   Sharon’s heart 

is with the animals. 

Sharon Howes

Check out our website at     3probusoav.ca

We are still looking for a secretary for our club.  Please go to our website for the full job 
description but in short form here, you would be required to attend the board meetings each 
month and take the minutes of the meeting.  You would keep track of paper such as our proof 
of insurance.  It is not a terribly intense position but a vital one as we cannot continue without a 
secretary.  Please consider the position.
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We are playing Bridge online.  Please contact Bernetta Starkey 
(bernettastarkey1@gmail.com or 343-572-7448) if you would like to join us in 
Bridge online.  It’s easy and the game even helps you so you can learn while 
playing.  When you join, you use your computer camera and audio so that you can 
see the people you are playing with.  Lots of fun!

Walkin’ and Talkin’
March 16
April 27
May 18
June 29
July 20
August 17
September 21
October 19

The Walkin’ & Talkin’ group is coming back!  Make a note in your calendar of these dates.

 

April 19th we will meet at 10am at Beryl Gaffney Park.  Meet in the parking lot at 3889 
Rideau Valley Drive.  Bring water, good walking shoes, poles if you have them, a snack and 
dress appropriate to the weather.  We will follow this with lunch at Black Dog Bistro 5540 
Manotick Main Street.

If you would like to join our little walking group, please contact Barbara Wilson at 613-837-2377 or by email at 
barbarawilson142@yahoo.ca to join the group.      Men welcomed.

This piece is displayed at City 
Hall.  It is an audio art piece 
and will make a sound as you 
pass it.

Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) was founded in 1971 in France by a group of 

doctors and journalists in the wake of war and famine in Biafra, Nigeria.  Dr Indu Gambhir worked with Doctors 

Without Borders for 50 years which means she joined their effort very shortly after it started.  

Dr Gambhir told us that MSF have teams in countries such as Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Libya, Lebanon, Palestine, 

Syria and Yemen.  There are teams also in South America, Mexico, Russia, India, Indonesia and Afghanistan.  

Having been born in India herself and witnessing the poverty there, when Dr Gambhir came to Canada and became a doctor, she 

wanted to give back and was drawn to MSF.  She told us that one of the things they ask new recruits to do is to fill out a form outlining 

their next of kin and to make a will.  Where they go is generally very dangerous.  Even this did not deter her.

They take no political stance, they are only there to offer medical support to those who need it.  They travel to war zones, internal 

conflict zones, natural disasters and climate catastrophes.  MSF offers more than just medical assistance, they also offer shelter 

and safety, food and water, clothing, and education and structure.  Dr Gambhir talked about seeing so many children out of school 

and suggested they teach the children multiplication tables.  

They encounter many diseases: malaria, malnutrition, communicable diseases, cholera, HIV, sleeping sickness, chaga, 

tuberculosis and kala azar, sexual violence and mental health issues.  Some of these diseases may be familiar, but others are not.  

Chaga disease is caused by a parasite, trypanosoma cruzi, which is transmitted to animals and people by insects.  It is potentially 

life threatening.  Another disease Dr Gambhir spoke of was sleeping sickness.  Another disease caused by parasites, people start 

with a fever, severe headaches, extreme fatigue and aching joints.  People will sleep longer and longer and left untreated, it is fatal.  

Kala azar is transmitted by sandflies and if left untreated is fatal in 95% of cases.

Dr Gambhir was a very interesting speaker.  Far more than I can write here.  MSF needs more than just doctors.  They need people 

for logistics, mechanics, field coordinators, accountants, lab specialists, sanitation experts, humanitarian experts.

Dr Gambhir told of a story where a nurse was being threatened.  Her patient had died, through no fault of hers, but blame was 

assigned.  Dr Gambhir spoke with the general in charge and kept him talking until the nurse was safely taken away.  It takes a very 

calm person to conduct herself in this manner.  

Wednesday April 19
Wednesday May 17
Wednesday June 21

Wednesday July 19
Wednesday August 16
Wednesday September 20

Wednesday October 18

Ever wonder why we 
celebrate Valentine’s 
Day on February 14th?  
It turns out the Church 
o f t e n  c e l e b r a t e d  
holidays on days that 
coincide with existing 
f e s t i v a l s  a n d  
c e l e b r a t i o n s  ( l i k e  
Christmas and winter 
solstice), so they placed 
Valentine's  Day on 
February 14th, while 
L u p e r c a l i a  w a s  
celebrated on February 

Sharon Howes has very graciously offered her home to play euchre.  The first game was 

played on April 12th.  She currently as 8 or 9 players and can accommodate 12.  Beginners 

are welcome!  If you would like to play euchre, give Sharon Howes a call at 613-744-0117.  

Sharon lives at 106 Dunbarton Court.  The consensus was to play once a month of the 2nd 

Wednesday of each month.  Sharon has room for three more players so call soon!

We would like to welcome Al & Agnes Snelson to our club.  We had 6 guests to our last meeting which brought our 
attendance to 50 people, the highest number anyone could remember.  Well done!  Keep spreading the word!

mailto:(bernettastarkey1@gmail.com
mailto:(bernettastarkey1@gmail.com
mailto:barbarawilson142@yahoo.ca
mailto:barbarawilson142@yahoo.ca


BABY FACE

You’ve got the cutest little baby face.  

We want your baby photos.  Please send me your photo to bernettastarkey1@gmail.com along with a small 
bio of you today.  Let’s see how many of our friends will ‘see’ us in our baby faces.

This fellow is not known for his ‘best foot forward’.  His ferocious temper 
has contributed to his media appeal in both the United Kingdom and the 
United States. A featured article about television's worst bosses, he was 
cited for his frequent loss of his temper and his harsh critiques, notably 

when he picks on something other than cooking ability, such as calling someone a "chunky monkey" 
which brings up his very colourful language. He is gentle with the kids, though. 
In 2011, he opened his first Canadian restaurant in Montreal in the former Rotisserie Laurier BBQ. 
He speaks fluent French after being trained in Paris. 
Who is he?

Crossword Solution

  GAMES&& & 

Things to ponder!Things to ponder!Things to ponder!

APRIL BIRTHDAYS
4
6

11
17
30

You may recall the very interesting speaker, Sandra Blais
who spoke to us last August.  Sandra collects a large
number of used items.  Following is a short list:

Bread tags (self-explanatory)
Pop tabs (self-explanatory)
Used wax candles (no tealights)
Eyeglasses (prescription, non-prescription and sunglasses)
Milk bags (not the bag the milk was in but the bag that carried those bags, clean and folded)
Used postage stamps (cut from the envelope with 1/4" space around the stamp)

Glenys Pike has offered to collect these items for Sandra and bring them to her.  Glenys will ask Barbara Wilson to send out 
an email to say when and where you can deliver these items.  Please do not take them to Glenys unannounced or call to see if 
she might take your items now.  These items are needed by those organizations who Sandra collects them for and Glenys is 
very generous to offer to be a collection point.  For more information you can call Sandra Blais at 613-443-1453.

“You throw spaghetti at the wall.  If it sticks, it’s done.  
Does that spaghetti look like it’s going anywhere?” 

Because that’s the way they built them in England, and the US railroads were built by English expatriates.

Why did the English build them like that? Because the first rail lines were built by the same people who built the pre-railroad tramways, and that’s the gauge they used.

Why did “they” use that gauge then? Because the people who built the tramways used the same jigs and tools that they used for building wagons which used that wheel spacing.

Okay! Why did the wagons have that particular odd wheel spacing? Well, if they tried to use any other spacing, the wagon wheels would break on some of the old, long distance roads in England, because that’s the spacing of the wheel ruts.

So who built those old rutted roads? The first long distance roads in Europe (and England) were built by Imperial Rome for their legions. The roads have been used ever since. And the ruts in the roads? Roman war chariots first formed the initial ruts, which everyone else had to match for fear of destroying their wagon wheels. Since the chariots were made for (or by) 
Imperial Rome, they were all alike in the matter of wheel spacing.

The United States standard railroad gauge of 4 feet, 8.5 inches derives from the original specification for an Imperial Roman war chariot. Specifications and bureaucracies live forever. So the next time you are handed a specification and wonder what horse’s ass came up with it, you may be exactly right, because the Imperial Roman war chariots were made just wide 
enough to accommodate the back ends of two war horses. Thus, we have the answer to the original question.

Now the twist to the story . . .

There’s an interesting extension to the story about railroad gauges and horses’ behinds. When we see a Space Shuttle sitting on its launch pad, there are two big booster rockets attached to the sides of the main fuel tank. These are solid rocket boosters, or SRBs. The SRBs are made by Thiokol at their factory in Utah. The engineers who designed the SRBs might have 
preferred to make them a bit fatter, but the SRBs had to be shipped by train from the factory to the launch site. The railroad line from the factory had to run through a tunnel in the mountains. The SRBs had to fit through that tunnel. The tunnel is slightly wider than the railroad track, and the railroad track is about as wide as two horses’ behinds. So, the major design feature 
of what is arguably the world’s most advanced transportation system was determined over two thousand years ago by the width of a Horse’s Ass!

The above-quoted item about the gauge of modern American railroads’ having been slavishly copied from the measurements of ancient Roman war chariots is a concept first expressed at least well over a century ago, as exemplified by this nugget from a 1905 issue of Popular Mechanics:

Many persons no doubt have stood and looked down a railroad track and wondered how such an out of the way measurement as 4 ft. 8-1/2 in. came to be adopted as our standard railway gauge. It would seem that the responsibility for the choice of this measurement rests with George Stephenson, of locomotive fame. While inspecting some portions of the Roman wall 
through which chariots used to be driven, he discovered that deep ruts had been worn in the stone. Upon measuring the distance between them he found it to be in the neighborhood of 4 ft. 8-1/2 in., and not doubting that the Romans had adopted this gauge only after much experience, he determined to use it as a standard in the construction of his railroads. From that time 
on this measurement has been the standard gauge in England and the United States.

This item is one that, although wrong in many of its details, isn’t completely false in an overall sense and is perhaps more fairly labeled as “Partly true, but for trivial and unremarkable reasons.” Marveling that the width of modern roadways is similar to the width of ancient roadways is sort of like getting excited over a notion along the lines of “modern clothes sizes are based 
upon standards developed by medieval tailors.” Well, duh. Despite obvious differences in style, clothing in the Middle Ages served the same purpose as clothing today (i.e., to cover, protect, and ornament the human body), and modern human beings are very close in size to medieval human beings (we are, on average, a little bit taller and heavier than we were several 
centuries ago, but not so much), so we naturally expect ancient and modern clothing to be similar in size.

So, rather than going into excruciating detail about the history of transportation, we’ll simply note that roads are built to accommodate whatever uses them, and that for many centuries prior to the advent of railroads, what traveled on roads were mostly wheeled conveyances, pulled by beasts of burden (primarily horses), carrying passengers and goods. Physical conditions 
dictated some of the dimensions of those conveyances (such as the width of their axles) and largely ensured that they would fall within a fairly narrow range of variation: Horse-drawn vehicles, whether they were chariots or carts or carriages, all served similar functions, so practical considerations (e.g., the speed at which horses could travel, the amount of weight horses 
could pull, the number and arrangement of horses that could be controlled by a single driver) required that they be relatively similar in size as well.

That may suffice as an explanation covering the specific combination of horse-drawn vehicles and roads, but what about vehicles that traveled on rails instead of roads (such as trolleys), or that weren’t pulled by horses (such as trains)? Why should they be similar in size to their predecessors?

Although we humans can be remarkably inventive, we are also often resistant to change and can be persistently stubborn (or perhaps practical) in trying to apply old solutions to new conditions. When confronted with a new idea such as a “rail,” why go to the expense and effort of designing a new vehicle to use on it rather than simply adapting ones already in abundant use 
on roadways? Wouldn’t it make sense to put the same type of conveyance pulled by regular horses on the ground behind an “iron horse” running along a rail? That is indeed what was tried in the early days of American railroads, as captured in the following illustration:

Train
(The caption reads: “This locomotive in New York State, like its other early counterparts, pulled passenger cars based on old-fashioned carriages. The technology evolved quickly in the 1840s, however, and the United States played an important role in that evolution.”)

Similar thinking occurred in Britain. Historian James Crow, writing about Housesteads, the 3rd century Roman fort built along Hadrian’s Wall, notes that:

The wheel rut and gate stop in the north passage are well preserved, and a number of reused stone blocks formed part of the latest surface to survive. The gauge between the ruts is very similar to that adopted by George Stephenson for the Stockton to Darlington railway in 1837, and a ‘Wall myth’ developed that he took this gauge from the newly excavated east gate. 
There is a common link, but it is more prosaic, and the ‘coincidence’ is explained by the fact that the dimension common to both was that of a cart axle pulled by two horses in harness (about 1.4m or 4ft 8in). This determined both the Roman gauge and Stephenson’s, which derived from the horsedrawn wagon ways of South Northumberland and County Durham coalfields.2

It is rather inaccurate to claim that “US railroads were built by English expatriates,” but it is fair to say that since the English started to develop railroads slightly ahead of the Americans, some U.S. railroads used equipment purchased from English manufacturers, thus necessitating that the rails on which that equipment ran be the same size in both countries:

England, the innovator in railroad technology, enjoyed an early head start over America. When New Jersey sponsored a bold rail and canal connection between New York and Philadelphia in 1831, they ordered a custom-built locomotive from the English company — the John Bull. The railroad became an immediate success, carrying over 100,000 passengers in 1834.1

And once the Americans caught up, they began selling railroad technology back to England, further establishing a similarity of equipment (and hence track size) between the two countries:

American companies emulated and improved upon the English designs. By 1841, ten American railroad shops had sprung into existence and they produced 375 of the 500 engines in the United States. Those shops soon began changing the English designs, making the engines more powerful and the rails cheaper, better suited to the rough conditions in the United States. 
The American shops even exported their engines, including to Britain.1

Nonetheless, claims about a direct line descent between ancient Roman chariot tracks and the standard U.S. railway gauge jump the tracks when confronted with the fact that despite some commonality of equipment, well into the 19th century the U.S. still did not have one “standard” railroad gauge. At the time of the Civil War, even though nearly all of the Confederacy’s 
railroad equipment had come from the North or from Britain (of the 470 locomotives built in the U.S. in 1860, for example, only 19 were manufactured in the South), 113 different railroad companies in the Confederacy operated on three different gauges of track. This lack of standardization was, as historian James McPherson pointed out, one of the many reasons the Union 
was able to finally vanquish the Confederacy militarily:

The Confederate government was never able to coax the fragmented, run-down, multi-gauged network of southern railroads into the same degree of efficiency exhibited by northern roads. This contrast illustrated another dimension of Union logistical superiority that helped the North eventually to prevail.3

The eventual standardization of railroad gauge in the U.S. was due far less to a slavish devotion to a gauge inherited from England than to the simple fact that the North won the Civil War and, in the process, rebuilt much of the Southern railway system to match its own:

[I]n the occupied South the government went into the railroad business on a large scale. In February 1862 [Secretary of War] Stanton established the U.S. Military Rail Roads and appointed Daniel McCallum superintendent. A former Erie Railroad executive and an efficient administrator, McCallum eventually presided over more than 2,000 miles of lines acquired, built, and 
maintained by the U.S.M.R.R. in conquered portions of the South.3

In other words, there was nothing inevitable about a railroad gauge supposedly traceable to the size of wheel ruts in Imperial Rome. Had the Civil War taken a different course, the eventual standard railroad gauge used throughout North America might well have been different than the current one.

As for the Space Shuttle addendum to this piece, when Thiokol was building the solid rocket boosters (SRB) for the space shuttle, they had to keep shipping considerations in mind, but they didn’t have to alter their design because any particular tunnel that lay between their plant and the Florida launch site wasn’t large enough.

Railroads don’t run through tunnels only “slightly wider than the railroad track” unless every one of their engines and all their rolling stock are also only “slightly wider than the railroad track,” and unless all tunnels encompass only a single set of tracks. Data from the U.S. Army’s Rail Transport in a Theater of Operations document, for example, makes it fairly clear that one 
would be hard-pressed to find railroad equipment anywhere only “slightly wider” than 4 feet, 8.5 inches.

Over and above our love of odd facts, this tale about railroad gauges succeeds because of the imagery of its play on words: space shuttle technology was designed not by a horse’s ass (figuratively, some overpaid government know-it-all) but because of a horse’s ass (literally, the width of that particular portion of equine anatomy). People find this notion amusing, feeding 
the story’s popularity as charmed readers continue to pass it along to others in a cascade of forwards.

“Very interesting, educational, historical, completely true, and hysterical”? One out of five, maybe.

SANTA CLAUS   Now that we’ve reached that age where we look more like Santa than believe in him, ever thought 
about the logistics of Santa?  How much would his sleigh weigh?  Assuming each child receives a gift weighing 2-
pounds, the sleigh would take off weighing 500,000 tons not including Santa himself.  How many cookies does Santa 
eat?  This is an easy one - 336,150,386 cookies.  Some elf did the math on that one.  How much milk does Santa drink?  
As you probably know, Santa doesn’t always finish his glass of milk so that means he drinks a little less than 1,000,000 
glasses of milk.  How fast does the sleigh go?  He does have the advantage of following the sun since midnight in one 
country is still evening in another.  Regardless, Santa has to fly at 1050 km per second which translates to roughly 
3,780,000 km per hour or three times the speed of sound.  Its doable.  

SAINT NICHOLAS   St Nick was believed to have been born in the year 270 CE in what is today known as Turkey.  He 
was an early Christian bishop of Greek descent.  Very little is known of the historical St Nick.  The earliest accounts were 
written centuries after his death and contain many legendary elaborations.  In one of the early 
attestations, he is said to have rescued three young women from being forced into prostitution by 
dropping a sack of gold coins through the window for three nights so their father could pay a dowry 
for each of them.  Other stories tell of him calming a storm at sea, saving three innocent soldiers 
from wrongful execution and chopped down a tree possessed by a demon.
He was later cast into prison and released by Constantine.  An early list shows him as an attendee 
at the First Council of Nicaea in 325 but he is never mentioned in any writings by people at the 
council.
Nicholas is the patron saint of sailors, merchants, archers, repentant thieves, children, brewers, 
pawnbrokers, unmarried people and students.

“She makes all our clothes.”

Seniors $24

910 Gladstone Avenue

Presented by:  Phoenix Players      Directed by:  Tyler Devine

A timeless tale of “whodunnit,” Agatha Christie’s The Mousetrap strands seven strangers at Monkswell Manor during a 

blizzard. But a police sergeant unexpectedly arrives, worried that a murderer-at-large is among the guests of the 

Manor. Before he can investigate, one of the guests is killed, starting an investigation into the lives and histories of 

everyone there. One of them is the killer, and another one of them may be 

next. Will the police be able to solve the case before another “mouse” 

falls? 

The world’s longest continuously running play for over 60 years, The 

Mousetrap continues to delight and intrigue mystery lovers of all ages!

We can follow this show with dinner at La Taverna at 226 Preston Street.

Please go to our website to sign up for this theatre/dinner outing.

SUNDAY APRIL 23
2:30pm

Vicki Chase
Pam Forsythe
Laureen Silke
Ruth Rennie
Jean Saldana

Check out our website at     5probusoav.ca

We currently have 20 people signed up to 
see this show and meet for dinner after.  

There is still time to sign up.  We asked the 
theatre to set aside a row of seats.  They 

will continue to honour our pricing but 
seats may also be selling out.

DON’T DELAY! 

The pysanka, a decorated egg which, since pagan times, symbolized nature's 
rebirth in the spring, was common among all Slavic peoples.  As a ritual object 
celebrating the cult of the sun, various forms of the pysanka were also 
prevalent among the eastern Mediterranean nations 5000 to 3000 years 
before Christ.  Every colour and every symbol on the egg has meaning to the 
Ukrainians. White symbolizes purity, yellow means wisdom and red 
symbolizes happiness. The triangle, which represented earth, water and fire 
before Christianity, now symbolizes the Holy Trinity. Making the eggs can take 
a few hours or several weeks.

CLASSIC THEATRE RETURNS
Join us for a post-war romantic comedy that provides plentiy 
of comic relief amid the crazy world of politics in Washington, 
DC
AFFAIRS OF THE HEART by Louis Verneuil
Arts Court Theatre, 2 Daly Avenue
Thursday July 13 1:30pm
$35.36 per ticket taxes in (This is the total price after our 20% 
group discount)
Call to book your tickets 613-421-1808
Optional restaurant details to be determined.
Follow the Social tab on our website.



  GAMES&& & 

ACROSS
2   A place to where 4 Down
6   Who lays them (?)
7   Everything is made of this
8   Coloured
9   The name of the occasion
12 An occasion for ____ to gather

DOWN
1   Also known as peeps
3   You have to look everywhere
4   Remember when girls worse these?
5   Used to collect
10 That signals this
11 This is a common meal choice

Sudoku Solution

Gordon Ramsay Baby Face Gordon Ramsay Baby Face

6  Check out our website at probusoav.ca

Spot the Difference Solution

APRIL

BASKET

BONNET

BUNNIES

CHICKS

CHOCOLATES

CHURCH

COLOURS

EASTER

EGGS

HAM

HUNT

JELLYBEANS

LENT

LILIES

PARADE

PEEPS

RIBBONS

SPRING

TULIPS

TURKEY

The SONG OF ACHILLES
by Madeline Miller

A thrilling, profoundly moving, and utterly unique 
retelling of the legend of Achilles and the Trojan War 
from the bestselling author of Circe

A tale of gods, kings, immortal fame, and the human 

heart, The Song of Achilles is a dazzling literary feat that 

brilliantly reimagines Homer’s enduring masterwork, 

The Iliad. An action-packed 

adventure, an epic love story, a 

marvelously conceived and 

executed page-turner, Miller’s 

monumental debut novel has 

already earned resounding 

a c c l a i m  f r o m  s o m e  o f  

c o n t e m p o r a r y  f i c t i o n ’s  

brightest lights—and fans of 

M a r y  Re n a u l t ,  B e r n a r d  

Cornwell, Steven Pressfield, 

and Colleen McCullough’s 

Masters of Rome series will delight in this unforgettable 

journey back to ancient Greece in the Age of Heroes.

“A captivating retelling of The Iliad and events leading 

up to it through the point of view of Patroclus: it’s a hard 

book to put down, and any classicist will be enthralled 

by her characterisation of the goddess Thetis, which 

carries the true savagery and chill of antiquity.” — 

Donna Tartt, The Times
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